Ques1: Charles Bell, in his drawings, publishing them with his scientific findings, leveraged his artistic ability and his grasp of anatomical principles.

A. Charles Bell, in his drawings, publishing them with his scientific findings
B. In his drawings, publishing them with his scientific findings, Charles Bell
C. In his drawings, which he published with his scientific findings, Charles Bell
D. Published with his scientific findings, Charles Bell, in his drawings
E. Charles Bell, in his drawings, published them with his scientific findings and

Ans1: C

Ques2: Recently, hopes that the European Central Bank will reach a deal to help Spain and Italy borrow at cheaper rates has nudged financial markets higher.

A. Spain and Italy borrow at cheaper rates has nudged financial markets higher
B. Spain and Italy borrow at cheaper rates have nudged financial markets to higher levels
C. Spain and Italy borrow at cheaper rates has nudged financial markets to higher levels
D. Spain and Italy borrow at cheaper rates nudged financial markets to higher levels
E. Spain and Italy borrow at cheaper rates nudged financial markets higher

Ans2: B

Ques3: It is ironic that while the word “perfect” is considered to be the highest compliment possible, calling someone a “perfectionist” is perceived by many as anything but

A. considered to be the highest compliment possible, calling someone a “perfectionist” is perceived by many as anything but
B. considered the highest possible compliment, calling someone a “perfectionist” is perceived by many as anything but
C. considered as the highest compliment that is possible, calling a person “a perfectionist” is perceived as nothing much by many
D. considered the highest compliment possible, calling a person “a perfectionist” is perceived as anything but by many
E. considered the highest possible compliment, calling someone “a perfectionist” is perceived by many as nothing much

Ans3: B

Ques4: NASA reports that ancient observers took note of solar eclipses at least as far back as 2500 BC, as evidenced by surviving records from ancient Babylon and China.

A. as evidenced by surviving records from
B. as the evidence that has survived from the records of
C. as shows the evidence of records surviving in
D. as the surviving records show the evidence of
E. as evidenced by records that have survived in

Ans4: A

Ques5: Despite smartphones and easy accessibility for social networks, almost half of the millennials – people reaching young adulthood in the 21st century – are feeling isolated and lonely.

A. Despite smartphones and easy accessibility for social networks,
B. Although having smartphones and accessing social networks easily,
C. Despite them using smartphones and easily accessing social networks,
D. Despite their smartphones making access to social networks easy,
E. Although there is increasing use of smartphones and easy accessibility for social networks,

Ans5: D

Ques6: Which of the following best completes the argument?
Dexter Solutions is one of the most successful Information Technology (IT) consulting companies around the world. It primarily deals in cloud computing domain. Alex is an IT consultant who specializes in IT infrastructure services. Thus, Alex surely cannot be a consultant at Dexter Solutions because __________.

A. Alex has no skills in cloud computing.
B. Dexter Solutions does no business in the IT infrastructure services domain.
C. there is no overlap between Alex’s skill-set and the domains that Dexter Solutions does business in.
D. The global market size of the IT infrastructure services consulting business is small.
E. an IT consultant who specializes in IT infrastructure services cannot qualify to be a cloud computing expert.

Ans6: C

Ques7: Despite being known for a decade to recruit most of its automobile mechanics from Main Street Technical School and like schools, this year Ace Motor Company recruited a significantly lesser number of automobile mechanics from these schools, and recruited a significantly greater
number of automobile mechanics who did not do any qualifying course at a formal technical school.
Which of the following best resolves the discrepancy reflected in this year's recruiting policy of Ace Motor Company?

A. Three years back, Ace Motor Company had a major restructuring in its production department.
B. One of the reputed automobile industry magazines ranked Downhill Technical School ahead of Main Street Technical School.
C. Ace Motor Company opened its in-house technical training school to train newly recruited automobile mechanics.
D. The salary gap between the recruits who did a qualifying course from a formal technical school and those who did not is narrowing.
E. The automobile mechanics who do not do a qualifying course from a formal technical School have always been talented but they could not afford the fee for such a course.

Ans7: E

Ques8: It was found that camels, in contrast to horses', are not easily spooked by gunfire or shell detonations which, together with their hardiness, made them ideal for desert warfare.

A. in contrast to horses',
B. unlike horses,
C. as contrasted with horses,
D. unlike in the case of horses
E. opposed to horses,

Ans8: D

Ques9: The Brexit negotiations are faltering and the UK government's hopes to opening talks on a future trade deal with the EU this autumn looks likely to be increasingly dashed, the EU's chief negotiator, Michel Barnier, has reported back to the bloc's member states.

A. hopes to opening talks on a future trade deal with the EU this autumn looks likely to be increasingly dashed
B. hopes of opening talks on a future trade deal with the EU looks increasingly likely to be dashed this autumn
C. hopes to open talks on a future trade deal with the EU this autumn look likely to be increasingly dashed
D. hopes of opening talks on a future trade deal this autumn with the EU look likely to be dashed increasingly
E. hopes of opening talks on a future trade deal with the EU this autumn look increasingly likely to be dashed

Ans9: E
Influenced by Evangelical attitudes, art and literature of the nineteenth century were expected to contribute to moral education. Running afoul of that expectation was the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (PRB), which invited the vituperations of reviewers of its day. Being "retrogressive" in a progressive era may be a serious fault, according to Charles Dickens' rhetoric about the art of John Millais; but being "fleshly" and "aesthetic" in an age of moral earnestness may be worse, as D. G. Rossetti, another PRB ringleader, discovered when poet and critic Robert Buchanan attacked him and his work in "The Fleshy School of Poetry" (1871).

However much the PRB had offended the establishment, most of the brothers had insisted on the importance of the arts as moral guides. Yet Rossetti had expressed doubts about art designed to be morally uplifting: the painter-hero of his short story "Hand and Soul" (1850) tries through art to inspire "moral greatness," only to witness his frescoes of Peace spattered by bloodshed in a vendetta. And, privileged form at the expense of meaningful content and animal passion at the expense of conventional morality, the poems and Rossetti himself, Buchanan wrote, were "never spiritual, never tender, always self-conscious and aesthetic."

Question 10, According to the passage, Rossetti's poems

A. were criticized by reviewers as not progressive enough
B. violated certain aesthetic ideals through their portrayals of violence
C. suggested that Rossetti had rejected the tenets of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood
D. came under attack for their emphasis on form at the expense of substance
E. advocated certain behaviour which ran contrary to the prevailing morality of the time

Ans10: D